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Alliant International University
California School of Organizational Studies
San Diego Campus

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND SYLLABUS

ORG7330 – CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN ORGANIZATIONS
Spring 2005

Thursday, 1:00 p.m. - 4:55 p.m., Room 101
3 units

WEBSITE
http://online.alliant.edu. All students should become familiar with using the website and should check it frequently. Course announcements, information, documents, and other useful resources will be posted there. For assistance with Blackboard CourseInfo, logging on to the website, and other technical matters, please contact Andrea Henne, e-mail: ahenne@alliant.edu.

STAFF
Course Faculty:
Bernardo M. Ferdman, Ph.D.
Tel.: (858) 623-2777 x362 Fax: (858) 642-0283 E-mail: bferdman@alliant.edu
Office Hours: Wed. 2:45-4:15 p.m., Fridays 1-3 p.m., and by appointment

James A. Kimbrough, Ph.D.
Tel.: (619) 479-5599 E-mail: jakimbrough@cox.net
Office Hours: By appointment

Teaching Assistant: TBA

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND LEARNING GOALS

This course focuses on the complex dynamics of ethnic, racial, gender, and other diversity in organizations as seen from the vantage points of social science and organizational studies. We will adopt multiple levels of analysis to critically explore the current state of theory, research and application regarding the role and treatment of differences and the creation of inclusion in the workplace. The course is designed as an introduction to this important area (those wishing to learn more can take the Advanced Seminar, Multiculturalism in Organizations, or others, as periodically offered). A guiding assumption and focus for the course is that awareness, understanding, and skills regarding cultural diversity and inclusion are cornerstones of effective and ethical professional practice in organizational psychology, consulting psychology, and related fields. After the course, you should have a firmer basis for undertaking research and practice that is more sensitive to and inclusive of cultural diversity. Learning in the course is geared both to the personal and to the professional—as we consider the nature and implications of cultural diversity, the way these are intertwined and inseparable comes to the fore.

The course structure is interactive and participative. We will use a variety of methods in our collective and individual exploration, including dialogue and conversation about assigned readings and the themes that link them, experiential exercises and structured activities, videos, lectures, student briefings, fieldwork, and writing assignments. This structure will allow participants to achieve the following goals:

- Develop and articulate a personal definition and vision for diversity that is evolutionary, and is derived from personal experience and the experiences of others, as well as the theoretical and empirical literature; compare and contrast this individual view with the nature or character of diversity in organizations as elaborated and/or experienced by others [What is it that varies? In what ways are different groups and their members “diverse?” How is this relevant to oneself, other people, and organizations?]
• Able to articulate and apply the origins, diffusion, impact, and vision for concepts such as prejudice, oppression, and inclusion in work organizations and in society at large (particularly in the United States). [What are the barriers to diversity and inclusion in organizations? What are the benefits of diversity and inclusion for organizations? What are the connections of broader patterns of intergroup relations with the role of diversity in the workplace?]

• Able to articulate and apply relevant historical and contemporary issues central to the experiences of women, men, gays, lesbians, heterosexuals, people with disabilities, African Americans, Latino/as, Whites, members of other racial/ethnic groups, and other people in the U.S. and in organizations, across a range of diversity dimensions. [How does diversity in identities and cultures influence organizations and their members and society? How are differences experienced and handled by people in the workplace and society? What factors influence these dynamics? What types of dynamics are most likely to foster inclusion and high performance among all members of diverse and multicultural organizations? What would full inclusion “look” and “feel” like?]

• Able to describe and discuss the orientations to and conceptual models for diversity adopted by organizations, the correlates of these approaches, and the possibilities for organizational change. [What are models and visions that can be used to describe and act on diversity and how it is or should be addressed? What strategies can be used to build effective and inclusive multicultural organizations?]

READINGS
Readings will be assigned from a variety of sources, including books and journals. Weekly reading assignments, together with questions for reflection, will be posted on the course website, usually at least two weeks or more in advance of the due date. The following will be major books for the course and are available via the campus bookstore or its website (www.efollett.com):

• Cox, T., Jr. (2001). Creating the multicultural organization: A strategy for capturing the power of diversity. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. [Referred to as COX01]


Copies of the readings (other than those in Cox, Cox & Beale, and Stockdale & Crosby) will be made available on library reserve or as otherwise arranged with the class. Assigned readings should be read before the session for which they are listed.

PARTICIPANT RESPONSIBILITIES, COURSE REQUIREMENTS, AND EVALUATION
Student evaluations for the course will be completed by the instructors based on our assessment of performance on all course requirements. These course requirements (described in more detail below) and their weight in computing final grades are as follows:

a) attendance/preparation/class participation (including web-based discussion forum) (20%)

b) weekly written comments/reflections (including integrative final comment) (35%)

c) one week in role of class dialogue leader (10%)

d) group field project (including field work and written report) (35%)

Grading in the course will be based on the following definitions:

A = Student excels in completing the requirement – has gone substantially above and beyond the basic requirements to show an outstanding level of competence and effort.

B = Student demonstrates very good performance (i.e., satisfactory competence and effort at a graduate level).

C = Student performs just at or below the minimally acceptable level of required competence and effort (less than expected at a graduate level).

D/F = Student performs substantially below minimally acceptable standards of competence and effort, completes unacceptable work, or does not complete the assignment.
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To receive an A or B grade in the course, students must complete each and every requirement (i.e., it is not acceptable to leave out a requirement). Also, the instructors may assign + or − grades (e.g., A+, A−, B+, B−, etc.) at our discretion.

- **Attendance and Preparation**
  Much of the primary learning in the course will take place in the classroom. Both to take advantage of this and to contribute to the learning of others, students will be expected to be present, prompt, and fully prepared for all class sessions. Full preparation for class involves completing all assigned readings thoroughly and thoughtfully and being ready to participate in dialogue regarding those readings. Missing or being substantially late for more than one class session will be a negative factor in course evaluations (if you have a good reason to miss more classes, please discuss this with the instructor as soon as possible); missing more than two sessions (or the equivalent) may result in a C grade or less for this component of the course. Also, regular tardiness will be considered to be a negative factor in assigning grades for this component.

- **Class Participation**
  Participation will be a key contributor to learning in the course. Students are expected to fully involve themselves in activities and discussions through active participation. This not only enhances individual learning, but also contributes to that of others. Your learning and that of the whole group will advance mostly to the extent that a) you are prepared and actively engaged, and b) also help create the conditions that encourage and facilitate such preparation and engagement by others. Thus, during class you are asked to be fully present. Doing this means keeping up with assignments outside of class as well as contributing to the group during class meetings.

  Ultimately, the effectiveness of the course will hinge on how well students contribute to the creation and maintenance of an inclusive, dynamic, safe, and supportive learning community. Competition for airtime will only detract from individual and group learning. Participation means that each student should seek not only to have her or his voice heard at appropriate moments, but also to make it possible for others to do so. Individuals will vary in when and how they speak, so participation cannot and will not be measured via number of spoken words. Indeed, on occasion speaking too much can be seen as negative participation! Students are encouraged to strive to expand their range of participation modes and to experiment with new behaviors so as to increase individual effectiveness. (For example, those used to speaking up immediately and frequently can try listening for a long time before saying something, while those who rarely say something in a group can practice initiating dialogue and speaking up sooner rather than later.) Effective participation is:

  (a) thoughtful, self-reflective, inclusive, and respectful of differences;
  (b) encompasses both listening and speaking;
  (c) builds on readings and activities as well as the prior contributions of other class members;
  (d) contributes to the learning of the group and its members;
  (e) encourages interaction across many students; and
  (f) is connected to and contributes to the overall course objectives and those of the specific module and/or activity, as well as to the work of the group as a whole.

In participating, then, students should strive for integration. At the same time, class members should give themselves and others grace and room to make mistakes and to learn from them. Our conversations and interactions will themselves constitute data about diversity and inclusion in the workplace that can add rich material for learning, but only if, in looking at ourselves, we can collaborate thoughtfully, sensitively, and with an open mind. In particular, we expect that you will approach the class as a laboratory for practicing inclusive behaviors and experiencing their impact.

Class discussions will sometimes touch on topics that group members may view as controversial or difficult. Because of this, students’ responsibility for participation includes permitting all members of the class to be themselves and to feel safe. Everyone in the class should be free to hold her or his own opinion without pressure from others to change it or fear of being attacked. Each individual should also be free to choose when and if to express her or his views. Class members should remember, however, that one’s opinions may have an impact on others, and, so, in the same way one should be able to express an opinion, those others should be able to express the impact they feel of those opinions. Also, your learning and that of others will be enhanced to the extent you are willing to speak from your perspective and share your experiences, feelings,
and views with the group. Finally, class members are responsible for honoring and maintaining the confidentiality of others; if students choose to share any personal information about themselves in the context of class discussions, no one should repeat this information outside the classroom. Maintaining confidentiality is not only a matter of respect for others, but also a matter of professional ethics, and so, in this sense, reflects on individuals’ suitability for professional practice.

**Ground rules for dialogue.** The following guidelines are useful to keep in mind, so as to permit the use of dialogue for the development of an effective learning community:

1) Listen, listen, listen; and then respond.
2) Suspend judgement: accept the speaker’s frame of reference as true for him or her.
3) Don’t repeat for the sake of repeating: If someone else has voiced what you were going to say, you don’t need to say it again, but you can build on it.
4) Focus on learning and inquiry.
5) Use “I” language.

[For more detailed information on dialogue, please see William Isaacs’s 1999 book on the topic (*Dialogue and the art of thinking together*. New York: Doubleday) as well as the websites listed in the Dialogue folder of the External Links section of the course website.]

- **Course Website and Discussion Forum**

An opportunity for extending dialogue among class members beyond the classroom will be an online discussion forum housed on the course’s website (at [http://online.alliant.edu](http://online.alliant.edu)). This resource, accessible from on- or off-campus, will serve various purposes, including: 1) providing a chance to continue conversations on class-related themes outside the classroom, 2) permitting the whole class to participate in outside-class interactions, and 3) increasing the opportunities to share ideas and perspectives, ask and answer questions, clarify issues, disseminate information, and communicate with other students and course staff. If you are registered for the course, you should already be enrolled on the website (if you have trouble accessing it, please contact Andrea Henne, ahenne@alliant.edu, as soon as possible). *Students are expected to post to the discussion forum a minimum of 9 times during different calendar weeks (Sunday-Saturday) in the semester.* In doing so, you are encouraged to share ideas and resources. If you would like, you can also post selections from your Weekly Comments/Reflections (see below).

The course website will also provide a space for sharing information about the course, posting announcements and documents, and providing links to useful websites. Please check it frequently. Also, please make sure that your e-mail address on Blackboard is one that you check frequently, since course information may be sent by e-mail via the website.

- **Weekly Comments/Reflections**

You should write thoughtful comments connected to each class session/reading assignment, recording thoughts, ideas, analyses, and reflections triggered by and in response to the assigned course readings, as well as any of the additional readings you complete. Please feel free to weave in other reading you are doing, current events, or other observations about the dynamics of cultural diversity as they apply to the course themes.

*The comments should capture your responses and reactions to each week’s readings, as well as their application to your fieldwork group’s development.* In writing your comments, you should make specific references to the week’s readings and their content. The comments are a key way to demonstrate that you are indeed doing the required readings, integrating them, and learning from them in ways that are professionally and personally meaningful. One way to start it is by recording your responses to the "Suggested Questions for Discussion" that are distributed along with the list of each week’s readings. You can also identify new concepts, definitions, and/or models provided by the readings. Finally, you can reflect about the new information that you gained from the readings (e.g., what did you learn that week? What should you study more to enhance your knowledge? What are your doubts?) and its connections to your own life, interests, observations, and/or experiences. *The comments should be relevant to the topics discussed each week, and must explicitly address the assigned readings.* Description and analyses of personal experiences are welcome as they connect to those topics. In particular, you should apply your learning from the reading
and from class sessions to understanding your experience in the context of your fieldwork group (see below for additional information on this). *It should be evident from your written comments that you have read the readings, thought about them, and can apply them in meaningful ways.*

At a minimum, **you should write one entry per class session (14 in total).** There is no specific length minimum or maximum, although it is suggested that you write at least two pages for each week (excellent comments are typically, though not always, longer). **There are additional requirements for your last set of comments (see below).** If your entries every week are extremely short, however, this may suggest that you have not fully complied with the spirit of the requirement. In your comments, you can address questions such as: What questions or issues do the readings raise for you? What connections do you see among the readings for a particular week? What associations do you see with prior readings or with other material you have read? How does what you have read either clarify something you have been wondering about or make you more confused? Why is a particular writer completely off base? Why is she or he on target? What ideas or questions relevant to issues of personal or professional concern for you were raised? Two general questions you might think about in considering any particular article(s) or the full set of readings for a week are:

- What three things did you learn that you didn't know before?
- What three things would you still like to know?

Regardless of your approach, it is critical that you reflect explicitly in the context of your reading and learning in the course.

**Application to group work and final comments:** You are required to apply what you are learning to understanding the process and experience of your field work group, as seen from your vantage point. **You should incorporate reflections on these issues in your weekly comments, and look back on the semester as a whole in your final, longer, comment.** In your last set of comments, you should build upon your group experience and reflections from throughout the term in a somewhat longer comment that describes, analyzes, and interprets your experience of the fieldwork process, in particular working in and with your group. During the group’s work, some predictable processes are likely to occur, such as conflict, cohesiveness, difficulties, doubts, concerns, appreciation, and so on. Developing awareness of and the ability to reflect on these processes as they relate to diversity is also an important part of the learning. What did you observe about your group process, and especially about your role in it? What made your group effective? What did you learn in personal terms? What were the implications of your team's composition and dynamics for what you learned and how you learned it? *How does all this connect to diversity and inclusion in organizations?* If you had to do the fieldwork over again, what would you do to improve it? In these reflections about your group, and especially in your last comment, you have a chance to discuss your own attitudes towards and experience of the group work, those of others, and their implications to the study of diversity in the workplace. **Make sure to explicitly connect these analyses and comments to the readings and themes of the course.** In your final comments for the semester, you can also reflect on how the field work project and learning about diversity in the course has impacted on your views about organizational psychology, your career, your professional and scholarly plans, and so on.

By the end of the semester, the set of written comments should provide you with a roadmap of your learning process so far and with written nuggets of your personal wisdom that hopefully will be useful to you as you continue along the road of learning about cultural diversity and life in organizations. During the semester, writing your comments and reflections should help you focus your thoughts, clarify your interests, and prepare for class discussions. The comments can also help you a great deal in preparing your fieldwork report; if you want to write a good paper, start by writing good comments!

Some (or much) of what you write may be of interest to other members of the class and could serve as a stimulus for class dialogues. We encourage you to share parts of your writing with the class as appropriate, either through the online discussion forum or by bringing in sufficient copies to class. If at all possible, please share such material with us in advance (preferably via e-mail).

*Twice during the term, hand in your comments to date so that the instructors can review them.* (Please note that we will not share your written comments or their content with anyone else inside or outside the class.) **You should hand these in—both electronically and in hardcopy—on the following dates: March 10 and May 17. (Please include the complete set of comments each time. In other words, at the end of the term,**
hand in both your new entries and the earlier entries with our feedback.) Your evaluations for this requirement will be based on:

(a) Completeness (do you have at least one entry for each week of the course and overall, are they of adequate length and scope? Have you analyzed your group experience, particularly in the last comment?)

(b) Evidence of having read the assigned material (e.g., is the set of required readings explicitly and adequately addressed, in a sophisticated and thoughtful manner?),

(c) Appropriate and accurate application of course learning and material to analysis and conclusions,

(d) Understanding shown of concepts and other material discussed, and

(e) Degree of intellectual and personal engagement with the topics.

- **Serve as Class Dialogue Co-Leader**

Starting on Feb. 24, we will begin class each week with a dialogue session focused on reviewing and making sense of the assigned readings in the context of the week’s theme. Two or three pre-assigned class members will serve as dialogue co-leaders each week, and every student will take on this role once during the semester. Although all students should do the assigned readings, those serving in the role of dialogue co-leaders will have the additional responsibility to facilitate the group’s learning/thinking about these readings and their connections to the week’s theme. Although the course instructors will also actively participate in the dialogue, the dialogue co-leaders will have the primary responsibility to engage the group, to encourage broad and constructive participation, and particularly to ensure that the conversation incorporates clear, thoughtful, and precise attention to the substantive content of the readings and brings out key and important learning. This means that the dialogue co-leaders should be especially familiar with the readings and their content, and prepared to support the group in making appropriate connections and references. To stimulate and support the dialogue, each dialogue co-leader should prepare and bring to class for distribution a list of key questions and/or ideas that he or she sees as important for the class to address.

- **Group Field Work Project (including Field Work Report/Analysis)**

Understanding diversity in the workplace involves more than scholarly knowledge. It requires being able to “see” life in organizations from different perspectives and levels of analysis. None of us can do this alone or solely from our own point of view. In a sense, understanding diversity must be a collective process. Yet, as scholars, we must also sharpen our individual ability to contribute to this process and to fill in ever-increasing portions of the picture (while continuing to recognize that we can never fully complete it). Also, the usefulness of scholarly knowledge regarding diversity will be connected to its applicability in specific contexts.

This major term project is designed to give you practice in gathering information and gaining understanding from different vantage points (those of your classmates and of diverse workers in an organization) and collaboratively to develop a clearer picture and appreciation of some of the dynamics of diversity in one workplace. A second purpose of the project is to allow you to consider the applicability and utility in a specific context of the research and theory we will be studying, as well as to see the abstract concepts illustrated in “real life.” Thus, in doing this project, the challenges are (a) to learn how to see better what others might see, and (b) to explore the connections between academic knowledge and data gathered from unique individuals in one organization. The specific objectives of this set of course requirements are for students to:

- learn about how people in the workplace experience diversity and its impact on their work life,
- make connections of course concepts to the workplace outside AIU as the course progresses,
- explore the applicability of course learning in organizational contexts,
- develop skills for working in a multicultural team,
- experience some of what it might be like to do diversity-related research and practice in organizations,
- learn more about how others see the world and their work experiences,
- learn more about themselves as they become more skilled in connecting to, hearing from, and learning about people who are both different and similar,
• get exposure to and some familiarity with diverse approaches to gathering and interpreting data,
• become more skilled at interpreting data and connecting it to concepts and theory about diversity.

For the fieldwork project, you must, in collaboration with a group of classmates, interview members of one organization with regards to their experiences of and perspectives on issues related to diversity in the workplace. You will then, as a group, report, analyze, and comment on the findings.

The details of the fieldwork project assignment are as follows:

1) In class (following steps to be presented), form a group of four class members in your section that is diverse on more than one dimension, and ideally, on as many as possible (e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, program at AIU, work background, etc.). (This will be done together, in class, so please do not do this in advance.)

2) As a group, pick an organization (it could be one you work in) in which to conduct your fieldwork. Collect any necessary background information about the organization. In deciding which organization will be best, consider access, your relationships to the organization, the interests of the group members, and the potential for learning about diversity and multiculturalism.

3) Develop a work plan with your group that addresses all important aspects of the project such as goals and objectives, strategies and focus, specific group interests, organizational history, plans for entry into the organization and access to interviewees, questions to be asked, logistics, interviewee sampling and recruitment, assignment of interviewers, plans for confidentiality, and so on. In selecting interviewees, make sure that as much as possible they represent both genders, different ethnic/racial groups, and other dimensions of diversity as appropriate and feasible in the context of the organization and your degree and type of access.

4) Write a statement (one per group) describing critical components of the work plan, and hand it in no later than March 21. (You are strongly encouraged to turn in this plan sooner, if possible.) You must meet at least once as a group with the teaching assistant to discuss your plans, before completing and handing in this statement.

5) Interview a minimum of twelve members of the organization, such that a) you work at least twice with each of the other members of your group and b) each member of the group completes a total of 6 interviews. When pairing with each of your collaborators, make sure that once you are the primary interviewer and once the secondary interviewer. Primary interviewers can lead the questioning and function as the more “active” partner, while the secondary interviewers can take notes and fill in when necessary.

6) Gather any necessary additional background information about the organization.

7) Share all data among the whole group. Interpret the data, sharing insights and coming up with collective views and interpretations of what you found.

8) Write a report and analysis of your data. This paper should have a minimum of 32 pages, plus attachments, including at least 16 pages devoted to analysis, interpretation, and discussion. The paper must include a minimum of 20 substantive references to different course readings. You should include the following sections: Executive Summary, Introduction, Method, Results, and Analysis/Interpretation of the Field Work Results. These are described below:

   a. Executive Summary. This is a 1-2 page summary of what you did, what you found, and what it means (i.e., what are the implications or key learnings) suitable for sharing with the organization in which you conducted the interviews. It should be written in a style accessible to the layperson and should focus on broad themes rather than specific data.

   b. Introduction. Description of the project and its goals and objectives, including the organization and relevant aspects of its history and culture, the primary focus of the project, the members of your group, the entry process and agreements with participants and the organization, and the logic used to select participants.

   c. Method. Description of the procedures and processes the group used to conduct the field work, including the number of interviews conducted, with whom, how these were done, the questions asked and the logic for their selection, and all other relevant information about participants, logistics, confidentiality, and so on.


d. **Results.** Descriptive account of the major findings in the interviews, including any relevant quotes. This section may be organized by themes, but it should be clear how results connect to interviewees. If you wish, transcriptions or selections from the interviews may be included in an Appendix. In this section, be sure to describe critical facts and important incidents that occurred during the interviews.

e. **Analysis/Interpretation of Field Work Results.** What are the principal themes that emerged? What was the experience of difference in the organization? What was the impact of diversity? How was it handled and what difference did this make? What are the future prospects for full inclusion in the organization? These are meant to be suggestive questions, so you should feel free to come up with your own (and make these clear in your paper!). You should consider these issues from multiple levels of analysis (individual, interpersonal, group, intergroup and organizational), in light of and explicitly referring to course learning and readings and any relevant additional readings. Be sure to link your discussion with the introduction, both in terms of the organization and in terms of what is learned or illustrated about broader issues regarding cultural diversity in the workplace. In what ways were your findings connected to what was studied during the semester? Do the findings illustrate or fail to illustrate what the authors we read were saying? How? Why? How can you relate the findings with your professional life? How can the results of the fieldwork be useful to this or another organization? What are your conclusions? **It is critical that this section of the paper build on and use the learning gleaned from the material covered in the course, particularly the readings.**

Please note the following points regarding the group papers:

- Evaluations of the group papers will assume that all those submitting the paper had equal responsibility for the final product.

- Your paper should be analytic, thorough, and scholarly. At the same time it should also acknowledge and address your role and impact in the process of data gathering and interpretation.

- The length of the papers is not necessarily the most important aspect; completeness is.

- Each group will give a brief in-class presentation about its fieldwork on the last day of class.

- Papers will be evaluated using the following criteria:
  
  a. Completion of assignment according to the instructions (i.e., did you do what you were asked?).
  
  b. Degree of useful, detailed and relevant data from the interviews.
  
  c. Clarity and completeness of the report of what was done and how, and of what was found.
  
  d. Completeness, thoroughness and integration of the discussion of findings, including pulling out of broader themes and connections to the data.
  
  e. Appropriate and accurate application of specific course learning and material to analyze and interpret the data and reach conclusions.
  
  f. Breadth of attention to course readings and material (including explicit and sufficient references to readings, constructs, etc.)
  
  g. Understanding shown of the concepts and other material discussed.
  
  h. Connection of the data to broader aspects of diversity in organizations.
  
  i. Creativity, thoughtfulness, and insight shown in the field work and the analysis.
  
  j. Clarity, quality, and organization of the writing.
  
  k. Appropriate acknowledgment and citation of all sources (including correct use of APA style).
  
  l. Overall quality of the paper.

**Due dates:** *Work plans, March 21. Group papers, May 13. Papers should be handed in electronically and if possible, in hardcopy.*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Grading Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attendance and preparation</td>
<td>Each week</td>
<td>Complete the assigned readings before class</td>
<td>A: Has not missed more than one class; is always prepared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: Has not missed more than two classes; is usually prepared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C: Has not missed more than three or four classes; is sometimes prepared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class participation</td>
<td>Each week and on website</td>
<td>Effective participation involves listening as well as speaking – it is not a function of frequency or number of words</td>
<td>A: Almost always contributes effectively and thoughtfully to class dialogue; consistently follows the guidelines for effective participation listed on p. 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: Often contributes effectively and thoughtfully to class dialogue; can often follow the guidelines for effective participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C: Occasionally contributes effectively to class dialogue; occasionally or rarely follows the guidelines for effective participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postings on website discussion forum</td>
<td>Throughout semester</td>
<td>Initiate topics in addition to responding to classmates.</td>
<td>A: Initiates relevant threads and engages with and responds to classmates in constructive, generative, integrative ways. Often makes thoughtful contributions more than once during the week. Posts on ten or more different calendar weeks (Su-Sa) during semester, usually making multiple useful postings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: Posts on at least 9 different calendar weeks (Su-Sa) during the semester, usually in constructive ways that either connect to or stimulate others’ postings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C: Posts on less than 8 different calendar weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written comments/reflections</td>
<td>Complete regularly; hand in as follows: March 10, May 17</td>
<td>See criteria on p. 6</td>
<td>A: Completes at least one thoughtful, extensive and integrative entry per week, explicitly referring to readings, and showing clear evidence of careful reading and integration of the assignments and the weekly theme. Consistently provides data-based, thoughtful reflection and analysis of group experience, including a more extensive piece in the final comment as described on p. 5 of the syllabus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: As above, though less extensive. At least one entry per week, explicitly referring to readings, of sufficient scope and depth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C: Less than one entry per week and/or less than adequate final comment and/or entries are superficial, minimal, or perfunctory and/or do not show sufficient evidence of carefully completing reading assignments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Dialogue co-leader

**Sign up with course staff – once during semester**

A: Is clearly prepared by having read and thought about the readings and their connection to the weekly theme as well as bringing for distribution a good set of stimulating questions and/or ideas, engages with the group and promotes collective learning on the topic, models and supports constructive and inclusive dialogue with broad participation.

B: Has read and thought about the readings and constructively participates, along with other dialogue leaders and the group, in the conversation about the readings and the week’s theme; has prepared a suitable set of questions and/or ideas for distribution, generally behaves according to norms for effective and inclusive dialogue.

C: Has read some of the readings and participates in the group’s conversation. Has prepared a minimally acceptable set of questions and/or ideas for distribution.

### Field Work Project:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work plan statement</th>
<th>March 21 (or sooner)</th>
<th>This assignment is not formally graded – but if not completed or completed perfunctorily it can negatively affect the group project final evaluation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Field work report/analysis (group) | May 13 | A: More than 32 pages, 27 – 50 references, excellent, thorough analysis; excellent performance on all or most criteria (see pp. 6-9 of syllabus).  
B: 32 pages, 20 references minimum. Good or very good performance on all or most criteria.  
C: Barely acceptable performance on all or most criteria. |

### Additional Information

- Any student with a disability that requires accommodation is asked to discuss this with one of the instructors as early in the semester as possible, so that the necessary arrangements can be made.

- Dr. Ferdman is sometimes available during office hours without an appointment during those rare times when no one else is in his office. It will be better, however, if you do make an appointment. Just after and especially before class are usually not good times for him to talk. If you must see him those times, it’s best that you try to let him know in advance, if at all possible. E-mail is usually a good way to reach him. Dr. Kimbrough will be available by appointment. You can reach him via e-mail or by leaving him a phone message.

- If you have any course-related concern, or anything that you need to bring up to the course faculty or to the teaching assistant, please do not wait. You are welcome to meet with us at any time. If there is something on your mind, please do not let it simmer. It is important that you bring up issues that need to be discussed when you think about them, rather than letting them sit.

- Academic honesty and following accepted standards and norms of scholarship are critical values at AIU. Students are responsible to learn the appropriate format for referencing sources in written work. The 5th (and latest) edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* is the best guide in this regard and should be followed in your written work. (See also [www.apastyle.org](http://www.apastyle.org) on the Web.) All material—including course readings—on which written work is based, should be adequately...
and fully cited, whether or not direct quotations are used. Make sure to indicate appropriately (through footnotes, references in the text, or other appropriate citation mechanisms) the nature of your reliance on these sources. All direct quotations in written work, regardless of length, must be clearly marked as such through the use of quotation marks and/or insetting of text. Violations will not be tolerated.

**COURSE TOPIC OUTLINE & SCHEDULE (SUBJECT TO CHANGE)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Assignment Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 27</td>
<td>Introduction to cultural diversity in organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 3</td>
<td><em>No class meeting (work on readings)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>Dialogue about diversity/Creating norms for effective learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 17</td>
<td>Exploring our and others’ differences, including sources of our identity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
<td>Difference and power: Concepts of prejudice, discrimination and oppression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 3</td>
<td>Models and visions of diversity in society and organizations: 1) Justice, fairness, and group and individual differences. 2) What is an inclusive, multicultural organization?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 10</td>
<td>Setting the stage for change: Strategies for creating diverse and inclusive organizations</td>
<td>Weekly comments, Part 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 17</td>
<td><em>Fieldwork group meetings</em></td>
<td>Field work plan (due Monday 3/21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 24</td>
<td>Skills and competencies for multicultural teams and workplaces/ Organizational assessment and change for diversity and inclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 31</td>
<td>No class meeting (Spring Break)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7</td>
<td>Culture and ethnicity as dimensions of difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>No class meeting (SIOP Conference)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 21</td>
<td>Race and racism in organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 28</td>
<td>Gender and sexism in organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>Sexual orientation, physical ability, age, and other differences in the workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>Presentation/discussion of the field work experience; Conclusion/wrap-up</td>
<td>Field work paper (due Friday 5/13) Weekly comments, Parts 1 &amp; 2 (due Tuesday 5/17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Readings for January 27

INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN ORGANIZATIONS

Course syllabus

COX01, Foreword, Preface, & Chapter 1, pp. ix-16
COX & BEALE, Chapters 1-3, pp. xi-47.


OPTIONAL:


- Editor's introduction, Preface (pp. xxi-xxix).
- Price M. Cobbs. The challenge and opportunities of diversity (pp. 25-31).
- Elsie Y. Cross. Truth—or consequences? (pp. 32-37).
- Frederick A. Miller. Forks in the road: Critical issues on the path to diversity (pp. 38-45).

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION AND CONTEMPLATION

Introduction to Cultural Diversity in Organizations

1. What comes to mind when you think about “diversity” and “diversity in the workplace?” What is meant or should be meant by “diversity”? What is the best way to conceptualize this diversity? What issues does the presence of cultural diversity raise for organizations?
2. Why might these be important to understand for organizational and consulting psychologists and anyone interested in organizational behavior?
3. What learning goals and expectations do you have for this course? What type of learning atmosphere is most conducive for your learning?
4. R. Roosevelt Thomas was quoted in The New York Times as saying that “managing diversity is a business issue.” What does this mean? What do you think about this?
5. What alternative frameworks for understanding and dealing with diversity can you begin to identify? On what assumptions are these frameworks based? What goals or visions do they serve? What are the implications of these various frameworks?
6. What new questions do you have?
Readings for February 10

**DIALOGUE ABOUT DIVERSITY/CREATING NORMS FOR EFFECTIVE LEARNING**


**OPTIONAL:**


**SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION AND CONTEMPLATION**

Dialogue about Diversity/Creating Norms for Effective Learning

**GOALS:**

a) Establish learning norms for the class for the semester

b) Identify and elaborate on the critical issues of cultural diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

1. What learning goals and expectations do you have for this course? What type of learning atmosphere is most conducive for your learning?

2. Think about a high performing team that you have belonged to. What made it work well together? What aspects of those dynamics would you like to see in your group and in the class this semester? Why?

3. What alternative frameworks for understanding and dealing with diversity can you begin to identify? On what assumptions are these frameworks based? What goals or visions do they serve? What are the implications of these various frameworks?

4. What new questions do you have?
Readings for February 17

EXPLORING OUR AND OTHERS’ DIFFERENCES

COX & BEALE, Ch. 4.


OPTIONAL:


SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

FOCUS: building skills for inquiring about our differences, both of ourselves and others.

OBJECTIVES: a) to learn about processes of inquiry as initial preparation for conducting interviews as part of the field work assignment,

b) to delve experientially into the nature and range of the diversity in each of our selves and in our group.

1. Who are you? What makes you who you are?
2. What are some of the social components of your identity? Have these developed/changed over time? How? Why?
3. If someone wanted to find out more about who you are, what types of questions would they have to ask? How would they have to ask them?
Readings for February 24

DIFFERENCE AND POWER: CONCEPTS OF PREJUDICE, DISCRIMINATION, AND OPPRESSION

COX & BEALE, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 (pp. 96-110, 139-146).


- Jean Kim. The limits of a cultural enlightenment approach to multiculturalism (pp. 130-134).


- Selected discrimination cases handled by the U.S. Department of Justice in 1996 (pp. 440-454).
- Patricia Hill Collins. Toward a new vision: Race, class, and gender as categories of analysis and connection (pp. 478-495).


OPTIONAL:
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**SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT**

**Difference and Power: Concepts of Prejudice, Discrimination, and Oppression**

1. What is *prejudice*? What is *ethnocentrism*? In what ways do these constructs relate to *discrimination*? Are prejudice and/or ethnocentrism pre-conditions for discrimination?

2. What is a useful way to define *oppression*? What are some examples of oppression?

3. In what ways does oppression function as a system? How do oppressive systems arise? How are they maintained?

4. In what ways have you experienced oppression? In what ways do you contribute to maintaining systems of oppression?

5. On what bases is privilege assigned in society? Is it earned? Why or why not?

6. Are there privileged groups or classes in any organizations you have belonged to? How are/were the boundaries between groups defined? How does the privilege get manifested? To what extent is the privilege acknowledged? What prevents and/or facilitates this? How is the system of privilege maintained?

7. What privileges do you have based on your group membership(s)? How does this privilege affect you personally?

8. What questions, comments and/or insights do you have about power, and about systems of oppression and privilege?
Readings for March 3

MODELS AND VISIONS OF DIVERSITY IN SOCIETY AND ORGANIZATIONS

COX and BEALE, Chapters 8 & 9.


- Section III: Visions of our human potential, pp. 109-120 (Marilyn Loden, "Toward creativity, cooperation, community"); Robert W. Terry, "Authenticity: Unity without uniformity"; Frederick A. Miller, "When diversity means added value"; Bailey Jackson, "Coming to a vision of a multicultural system"; Kate Kirkham, "One of many"; Edith Whitfield Seashore, "Save the dream for everyone")

OPTIONAL:


**SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT**

Models and visions of diversity in society and organizations

1. What are alternative approaches used by societies to incorporate (or eliminate) differences? What are your preferences in this regard? Why?

2. What role do individual preferences have in affecting societal orientations to diversity? Do you see a distinction between values held by individuals and societal-level orientations? Explain.

3. What connections do you see between views about and the handling of diversity in organizations and related perspectives in the larger society? How do values fit into the picture?

4. What are some of the intrinsic paradoxes and traps in achieving “utopia?” How can/should such paradoxes and traps be dealt with?

5. What are your own views about the “best” or the “right” way for a society, for an organization and for you to live with diversity? Where do these views come from? How do you see them developing right now and in the future?

6. Given heterogeneity in an organization along race, ethnic, gender and other dimensions of difference, what are the options for how this diversity is incorporated into the organization? To what extent is a developmental or stage model appropriate for capturing alternative orientations to diversity in organizations? What are the implications of different types and degrees of diversity, both for how the diversity is handled, and for organizational functioning and effectiveness?

7. What connections do you see between views about and the handling of diversity in organizations and related perspectives in the larger society? How do values fit into the picture?

8. What would the ideal organization look like in terms of diversity and how differences are viewed and addressed? Why? By what criteria is this the “ideal?”

9. Do you see a distinction between values held by individuals and organizational-level orientations? Explain.

10. Think about the organization to which you belong or in which you participate. What are the predominant ideologies regarding the role of diversity in these organizations? How do you personally feel about this? What visions do you have regarding the models of diversity that *should* hold in these organizations?

11. What other questions have been raised for you as you consider this topic?
Readings for March 10

SETTING THE STAGE FOR CHANGE: STRATEGIES FOR CREATING DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

COX & BEALE, Chapter 10

COX01, Chapters 2 & 3


Mark A. Chesler. Organizational development is not the same as organizational development (pp. 240-251).

**OPTIONAL:**


**SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT**

Setting the stage for change: Strategies for creating diverse and inclusive organizations

1. What are the various factors that are can drive or propel change in organizations in relation to diversity? How do you see these as related to the type of changes and change processes that occur and to the effects of these changes?

2. What have you learned about the role of framing in creating and maintaining change processes?

3. What is (and should be) the role of an organization’s leadership in developing and implementing a diversity change strategy?

4. What is the role of conflict in changing organizations to be more inclusive? How much focus should be
placed on conflict reduction?
5. What understandings have you gained so far to help frame your thinking about organizational change in relation to diversity?
Readings for March 24

**SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES FOR MULTICULTURAL TEAMS AND WORKPLACES/ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND CHANGE FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION**

COX & BEALE, Chapter 11.

COX01, Chapters 4-7.


- Catherine S. Buntaine. Developing cross-gender partnerships competencies: Exploring the seven C’s (pp. 259-266).
- Edith Whitfield Seashore. Feedback: Making a difference in a world of differences (pp. 301-307).


**OPTIONAL:**

**SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES**


**ASSESSMENT & CHANGE**


**SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT**

**Skills and Competencies for the Multicultural Teams and Workplaces**

1. What skills are essential for people to work effectively and inclusively in a multicultural workplace?
2. Is there such a thing as “multicultural competence?” What is it? How is it obtained?
3. What role might intercultural training play in helping people develop these essential skills and competencies? How would you combine intercultural training with more strategic approaches to skills development?
4. How might people’s various identities and experiences connect and interact with both their motivation to develop skills for the multicultural workplace, and the necessary skills themselves? Do different types of people need different skills? Explain.
5. What skills for multicultural work do you want and need? How do you anticipate developing them? What skills do you already have? How did you get them? How will you maintain and sharpen them? How will
these skills connect to the new skills you plan to develop?
6. How do group-, organizational-, and societal-level factors interact both with the skills that are necessary for effective functioning in multicultural environments and with the opportunities to obtain such skills?
7. What other questions or insights do you have regarding this topic?
8. What makes for an effective work team? What makes for an effective multicultural work team?
9. What factors are critical for you in bringing out your best work when you are part of a team? How do these connect with the variables discussed in the readings?
10. What insights or questions regarding diversity in work teams do you have?

Organizational assessment and change for diversity and inclusion
1. Given the factors inciting change, what types of change do you think are most likely to be effective?
2. What alternative paradigms for change can you identify or describe? How would you describe/measure effectiveness in the context of these different paradigms? What alternative views or definitions of effectiveness can you identify and/or articulate?
3. What have you learned about assessment of the change processes?
4. What are the pieces of the puzzle that you feel are still missing for you? How can you begin to find these? Do you think that they exist or will they need to be created?
CULTURE AND ETHNICITY AS DIMENSIONS OF DIFFERENCE IN ORGANIZATIONS

Readings for April 7

COX & BEALE, Chapter 7
S&C, Chapter 4 (Dianna L. Stone & Eugene F. Stone-Romero. The influence of culture on role-taking in culturally diverse organizations)

OPTIONAL:

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT
Culture and Ethnicity as Dimensions of Difference

1. If we consider ethnicity as a dimension of difference, what is it that varies, psychologically speaking? How would the answer to this question change depending on the level of analysis (e.g. intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, intergroup, organizational, societal, global)?
2. What are some useful ways to think about ethnicity as it relates to organizations? What are some less useful ways? What are the theoretical and empirical bases for your position?
3. What is culture? In what ways is it important to organizations and organizational behavior? At what
level(s) of analysis is it most useful as an explanatory construct?

4. Can you distinguish between *ethnicity* and *culture*? How are these concepts different? similar? Is it useful to make this distinction? How? Why?

5. How would you characterize the perspectives of the various authors we have read regarding ethnicity and culture as dimensions of difference? What important variables do they include in their models and which do they leave out?

6. How would you characterize the important differences between United Statesian and other organizations? managers?

7. How applicable are internationally-derived perspectives such as Hofstede's and Adler's domestically in the U.S.? In other countries? Why?

8. Is it possible to characterize "American" culture? If so, how? If not, why not?

9. What are some of the implications of individualism for conceptualizing ethnicity and culture as valid dimensions of difference?

10. Where is culture "located?" How can we best "see" it or discover it?

11. How much is attributable to "national" cultures? How much is structural? What does the interaction between structure, process and culture look like?

12. Describe some specific expressions of culture and cultural diversity in the U.S. context. How do you "know" that what you have described is "cultural?"

13. How might researchers' views and research be influenced by their own culture and by their values and regarding the place of cultural differences in society?

14. What difference do/should cultural and/or ethnic differences make for the workplace? How should cultural differences be addressed by organizations? Why?
Readings for April 21

RACE AND RACISM IN ORGANIZATIONS


- Prince Brown, Jr., “Biology and the social construction of the ‘race’ concept,” pp. 131-138
- Prince Brown, Jr., “Why ‘race’ makes no scientific sense: The case of Africans and Native Americans,” pp. 320-325


S&C, Chapter 8 (Kevin Cokley, George F. Dreher, & Margaret S. Stockdale. Toward the inclusiveness and career success of African Americans in the workplace).


- Juan F. Perea, “The Black/White binary paradigm of race,” pp. 359-368


OPTIONAL:


Cultural Diversity in the Workplace, ORG7330 (Ferdman & Kimbrough), Spring 2005, p. 27


SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

Race and Racism in Organizations

1. What is race? Is this a useful construct? What are some useful and not so useful ways to conceptualize this construct?

3. What are some of the implications in society and in organizations of racial distinctions?

4. How have psychologists and organizational scholars typically conceptualized and researched race and race-related phenomena? Are these approaches useful/valid? Why?

5. What kind(s) of research can/should be done on race? Why?

6. When did you first learn about “race”?” What did you learn about it? How did you learn about it?

7. What difference has your "race" made in your life? How?

8. What is racism? Describe the various manifestations of individual, institutional and cultural racism.

10. What are the effects of racism? (On people, organizations and institutions, society) Who are the "victims" of racism?

11. In what ways and to what extent is racism in the U.S. actually a White problem?

12. How do members of oppressed groups participate in the maintenance of racism?

13. List at least three specific ways in which you personally help to maintain each type of racism—individual, institutional and cultural. Explain.

14. List at least three specific ways in which you do (or could) work against each type of racism—individual, institutional, and cultural. Explain.

15. What options do you see for changing racial dynamics in organizations? (Include both structural and process issues.) What is the desired end goal? What would indicate "success" or positive movement?

16. What other questions have been raised for you as you consider this topic?
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Readings for April 28

GENDER AND SEXISM IN ORGANIZATIONS


- Evangelina Holvino. Women of color in organizations: Revising our models of gender at work (pp. 52-59)
- Judith C. Hoy. Women in organizations: The struggle for equity continues (pp. 179-187)
- Elizabeth Hostetler. Leadership: The silencing of the feminine (pp. 188-197).

Fletcher, J. K. (2002, August). The greatly exaggerated demise of heroic leadership: Gender, power, and the myth of the female advantage (CGO Insights Briefing Note Number 13). Boston: Center for Gender in Organizations, Simmons School of Management.


OPTIONAL:


SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

Gender and Sexism in Organizations

1. What are we talking about when we use the term gender?
2. Are men and women different? How so?
3. Some people have framed the differences between men and women as cultural differences, speaking about "male culture" or "female culture." Is this an apt use of the culture construct? Why or why not?
4. What is the importance or relevance for organizations of gender as a dimension of human difference? What are some useful ways to think about gender as it relates to organizations? What are some less useful ways? What are the theoretical and empirical bases for your position?
5. What are the connections between the qualities of a "good manager" and gender?
6. What is the role of the organizational context with regards to creating, marking, and/or perpetuating gender differences?
7. What is the role of factors such as power in creating, maintaining and interpreting gender differences and similarities?
8. What is the role of culture in defining the significance of gender in organizations?
9. Ely has written: "I see … the need to explore how our understandings of gender relations are shaped by our experiences of living in a culture premised on other sorts of asymmetric social relations." (p. 14). Comment.
10. Consider gender in interaction with other identities such as race and ethnicity. What do we learn about gender when we do this?
11. What do you think about the term "women and minorities?" Explain.
12. How can we begin to address the "essentialist/social constructionist conundrum" that Ely outlines?
13. In what ways are dimensions/systems of categorization such as race, ethnicity and gender similar? How are they different?
14. Predict the future of gender as a dimension of difference. What prospects do you see for gender equity in the workplace? On what models of gender equity can/should change be based?
15. What are the most important factors affecting the dynamics of gender in the workplace?
16. What is sexism in the workplace? What are some of its manifestations?
17. In what ways is power relevant to gender relations and the dynamics of gender in organizations? (What does power mean in this context?)
18. What factors lead to, bring about and contribute to the maintenance of sexist behavior and sexist systems?
19. How are race and ethnicity related or not related to gender dynamics and sexism?
20. What is sexual harassment? Why does it happen? What is the role of power in sexual harassment?
21. How should we deal with sexuality in the context of work? How should organizations address sexuality? What about attraction, affection?
22. What are the elements of a positive organizational approach to preventing sexual harassment?
23. What would gender dynamics be like in an “ideal” organization?
24. What other questions have been raised for you as you consider these topics?
Readings for May 5

SEXUAL ORIENTATION, PHYSICAL ABILITY, AGE, SOCIAL CLASS, AND OTHER DIFFERENCES IN THE WORKPLACE


COX & BEALE, Chapter 6 (pp. 111-138).


Case studies:

OPTIONAL:


SUGGESTED QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

Sexual Orientation, Physical Ability, Age, Social Class, and Other Differences in the Workplace

1. How is heterosexuality evidenced in the workplace? How is homosexuality evidenced in the workplace?
2. From your perspective in response to the readings, what is the best definition of homophobia? What are the relative roles of fear versus anger?
3. What is heterosexism? How can it be recognized? What would be signs that one is becoming less heterosexist?
4. If your daughter (or sister) were/is a lesbian, what kind of workplace environment would/do you want for her?
5. What factors may continue to discourage some organizations from addressing gay and lesbian rights in the workplace? How might these forces be overcome?
6. What misunderstandings or biases impact on the treatment and experiences of persons with disabilities in the workplace? What are some legitimate concerns that employers may have? What are some positive reasons or advantages for hiring persons with disabilities?
7. What approach should organizations and managers take to providing job accommodations? How should organizations handle systems such as feedback/coaching, performance appraisal, job descriptions, recruitment, promotion, and so on for persons with disabilities?
8. How do age differences impact on organizations and their members? What benefits and/or problems does age diversity bring to organizations? How should age diversity be managed?
9. How does social class and its many manifestations affect individual and collective experiences in organizations? What approaches should organizations take regarding diversity along this dimension? Why?
10. In what ways are inclusion and exclusion in relation to sexual orientation, age, physical ability, social class, and other dimensions of difference demonstrated in the workplace? How do these relate to inclusion and exclusion in general? Why is inclusion important in the workplace?
11. How do the many dimensions of difference interact and combine with each other to impact on organizational life and the experience of individuals in the workplace?
12. YOUR OWN QUESTIONS HERE!